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About This Game

Turn the crank, rotate the gears, push the levers, Use the catapult, explode it, or fly it...From grilling sausages with a pulley,
gears, rubberbands and a candle to firing a cannon with a basketball, these wacky brain-teasers will light up your imagination

with creative and addictive fun.

Key Features:

70+ Elements

Addictive Fun!

200+ Challenges

Design your own Puzzles with the Building Editor

Multiple Solutions!

3D Graphics & Real Time Shadows
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I definitely recommend it! A very atmospheric game with an interesting plot. What is worth noting is that this isn't mentioned
anywhere in the game, but here are 3 campaigns (Imperial, Pagan, Renaissance), so You can have more of a game than You
probably could thought after purchase. As for the game itself, mechanics and balance of the game are very well done.. Simply
fabulous!. I definitely recommend this game for any fans of 2D platformers wanting something different
while on the surface it might look like your everyday 2D platformer, the grappling mechanics make this game much different
than most other platformers out there

while the game does have it's flaws, the good far outweighs the bad, so it's a definite recommend from me!. THIS is good but
disappointingly short rip. I'll re-install and try again someday to see if it's better. It has a ton of potential. So far the execution
just isn't there yet. I recommend following for now. If it improves or is on sale then get it. I'll update if I see someday it has
either gotten good or become hopeless.. The game has a lot of issues however I highly recommend you guys give it a go. The
idea of the game is very good and it is well worth a shot.
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Very fun game to play but gets very hard near end,Very hard. needs at least 1 major update

-l want to drive with my controller
-l want to see my opponents' breaklights
-l want to turn off the racing line
-l want to understand how the online part is working
+it is generally fun. call me, when it got a little put-together. 5 DOLLARS FOR 38 MINUTES AND THAT'S FROM DOING
THE GAME TWICE. the fkkkk. that's literally 19 minutes per playthrough and there's not much real variation when all is said
and done. u learn a bit more about each monster but its abrupt and limited and just as soon as tehre's plot development it ends
and goes back to the main track or the game ends completely again. Not worth 5 dollars....good godd. 1 dollar? sure, go for it.
but over 5!?!?! cmon. There are ZERO negative reviews and my review doesn't even showup and its negative....the hellllll, this
is shady af.. I need help! I think there is a bug in the beginning of the game. No menu choice comes up when I greet the Trick or
Treaters and the game freezes.

leah919. Very fun game. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1WPlxB8sVLg

2 Ninjas 1 Cup is a retro style platformer with pixel art graphics and simple gameplay mechanics.

Featuring a pink scottish ninja, crude humor and voice acting so bad its good, what more could you ask for :

NOT to be confused with 2 girls 1 cup!!!!

. I can't really make a review because the dang game won't load
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